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Regulation of enzyme activity and biocatalytic cascades on compartmentalized cellular components is key

to the adaptation of cellular processes such as signal transduction and metabolism in response to varying

external conditions. Synthetic molecular glues have enabled enzyme inhibition and regulation of protein–

protein interactions. So far, all the molecular glue systems based on covalent interactions operated under

steady-state conditions. To emulate dynamic biological processes under dissipative conditions, we

introduce herein a transient supramolecular glue with a controllable lifetime. The transient system uses

multivalent supramolecular interactions between guanidinium group-bearing surfactants and adenosine

triphosphate (ATP), resulting in bilayer vesicle structures. Unlike the conventional chemical agents for

dissipative assemblies, ATP here plays the dual role of providing a structural component for the assembly

as well as presenting active functional groups to “glue” enzymes on the surface. While gluing of the

enzymes on the vesicles achieves augmented catalysis, oscillation of ATP concentration allows temporal

control of the catalytic activities similar to the dissipative cellular nanoreactors. We further demonstrate

temporal upregulation and control of complex biocatalytic reaction networks on the vesicles. Altogether,

the temporal activation of biocatalytic cascades on the dissipative vesicular glue presents an adaptable

and dynamic system emulating heterogeneous cellular processes, opening up avenues for effective

protocell construction and therapeutic interventions.
Introduction

Temporal control of biomolecular components is key to several
intracellular reaction networks,1 robust signal transductions,2

and efficient cell–cell communications.3 Likewise, temporal
regulation of enzyme activities allows dynamic control of bio-
logical transduction4 and metabolism amongst other processes,
helping elucidate biological events at the molecular level5 and
develop therapeutics with low side effects.6 While compart-
mentalized vesicles7 or scaffold protein-mediated assembly of
enzymes8 allow organization of functional components inside
the cell, dynamic regulation of activities requires transient
assemblies in response to the stimuli.9 Non-covalent interac-
tions enable transient assembly of the active components inside
the cell to introduce the dynamic regulatory behavior affecting
biomolecular reaction networks,10,11 assembly of cytoskeletal
laments,12 cross-talk with organelles,13,14 and receptor
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clustering on lipid membranes.15,16 Further, multiple weak non-
covalent interactions such as electrostatics, hydrogen-bonding
and van der Waals forces cause adhesion aiding in various
biological processes such as the recruitment of white blood cells
to inamed tissue,17 adherence of inuenza virus,18 and cell
division.19 Synthetic supramolecular systems featuring multi-
valent non-covalent interactions, termed “molecular glues”,20

provide an efficient scaffold for biomolecular adhesion21 that
have been useful to tailor various natural processes including
protein–protein interactions,22,23 protein–ligand interactions,24

enzyme inhibition,25,26 viral inhibition27 and actomyosin sliding
motion21 in a site-selective manner. However, the utility of such
molecular glues in the augmentation of the activity of bio-
catalytic cascades is non-existent. Further, the temporal
modulation of the biocatalytic cascades using such molecular
glues would provide a biomimetic scaffold to design effective
therapeutics and mimic the natural biochemical processes.

Utilizing the principles of systems chemistry, synthetic
materials have been introduced to mimic the temporal regula-
tion of biocatalytic reactions and biological processes with
signicant success.9,28–30 For example, attempts have been made
to drive transient assemblies through catalytic reactions31 and
hydrolytic cleavage of peptides, leading to the temporal
formation of bers.32 Furthermore, the growth and division of
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 9267–9282 | 9267
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protein brils in coacervates using guanosine triphosphate,33

light-responsive self-assembly of micro/nanosystems,34,35 pH-
responsive assembly of amphiphiles into nanozyme,36–38 seeded
supramolecular polymerization into chiral assembly39 and ATP-
driven transient nanoreactors to regulate chemical reactions40

demonstrated dynamic and dissipative processes mimicking
cell biology. Various synthetic analogs achieving structural
diversities and functions have been introduced including
coacervates,41 emulsions,42 hydrogels,43 nanoreactors,44 molec-
ular motors,45 polymersomes46,47 and steady-state supramolec-
ular polymers.48 There have also been signicant advances in
developing chemical and biological microreactors for cascade
reactions49–51 using synthetic compartments.52 Use of diverse
types of chemistries has created a repertoire of complex
biomimetic systems under dissipative conditions such as
enzyme-catalyzed pH cycles for the transient control of polymer
uids53 and breathing microgels,54 carbodiimide for self-
selection of the primitive reaction network,55 thiols for self-
replicating micelles,56 and DNA for constructing nanodevices
for drug release and reaction networks.28,57,58 While these
dissipative molecules provide a structural component for
generating the transient phases, utilization of the building
blocks to perform biomolecular functions in the time domain
would further enrich our understanding of systems chemistry
and produce effective biomimetic scaffolds including molecular
adhesives.

In the present study, we introduce a dissipative molecular
glue based on a vesicular system (called VesiGlue) comprising
a cationic surfactant with guanidinium headgroup and ATP as
a capping agent, which allows effective adhesion for enzymes.
Notably, ATP here serves the dual role of structure and function:
(i) to present the essential structural component for the tran-
sient self-assembly, and (ii) to feature a surface-exposed handle
to “glue” the enzymes. Given that CytC binds free ATP in an
evolutionarily conserved pocket59 without affecting its active
site, ATP can anchor the protein through the adenosine group.
An energy-minimized docking study demonstrated that the
nucleotide is favorably positioned in the cle integrating Arg-91
and Glu-69.60 The sides of the crevice into which the adenine
ring ts are provided by Ala-83, Lys-86, and Asn-70, providing
a signicant hydrophobic character to the cle. Moreover, the
hydroxyl groups on the ribose of ATP form hydrogen bonds with
the carboxyl group of Glu-69. The adenine moiety is reported to
feature physiochemical interactions with proteins through
various interactions including electrostatic, H-bonding as well
as aromatic and other nonpolar interactions.61 Moreover, CH/p
interaction provides a key driving force for the recognition of
DNA and RNA molecules by proteins.62 We demonstrate here
that non-covalent interactions between the latched adenine and
enzyme efficiently attach the enzyme on the VesiGlue surface,
retaining its native tertiary structure. Owing to the increased
effective concentration and proximity of the CytC and its
substrate on the vesicle surface, the catalytic activity of the
templated enzymes and biocatalytic cascades is upregulated
signicantly. Furthermore, orthogonal catalytic cycles enabling
oscillation of the ATP concentration lead to dissociation of the
assembled structures, with a concomitant decrease of the
9268 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 9267–9282
enzyme catalysis. However, re-supplying ATP in the VesiGlue
system enables activation of the biocatalytic cascades in the
time domain. The transient activation of individual enzymes
and biocatalytic cascades on a biomimetic molecular glue is
unprecedented. Furthermore, the temporal regulation of bio-
catalytic cascades on the vesicular platform effectively mimics
the biological processes of heterogeneous cellular components.
Such transient vesicular glues would nd important applica-
tions in nanomedicines and regenerative medicines by on-
demand temporal activation of therapeutic enzymes.

Results and discussion
ATP-driven self-assembled vesicles

We designed a supramolecular system consisting of a long alkyl
chain with varying lengths (Cn, n = 12, 14, 16, 18) having a gua-
nidinium head group that makes a cationic surfactant, which
can bind to ATP resulting in an ATP-presenting VesiGlue surface
with the affinity to CytC (Fig. 1a). This platform was utilized to
modulate the activity of the enzyme. The positively charged
guanidinium headgroup was chosen to bind the triphosphate
units of ATP through multivalent salt-bridge interactions
(Fig. 1b)63 in a wide pH range owing to its high pKa value of 13.6.
The CnGua surfactants were synthesized following the protocol
as described in the ESI Fig. S1† and characterized by 1H-NMR,
13C-NMR, and mass spectrometry (Fig. S2a–f†). For the supra-
molecular system, we explored the ability of C16Gua to form
transient assembled structures using ATP as a trivalent capping
agent. We utilized ATP to serve three purposes: (i) ATP would
provide a multivalent cross-linker, aggregating the surfactants
through the favorable guanidinium-phosphate salt-bridge inter-
actions, (ii) enzyme-mediated cleavage of the phosphate bond of
ATP would lead to its consumption, destabilizing the assemblies,
and (iii) the adenine group would act as a glue for proteins. The
multivalent interaction between ATP and CnGua was conrmed
using 31P NMR. The signicant upeld chemical shi values of
the a-P from−11.06 to−11.53, b-P from−22.78 to−23.06 and g-
P from−10.7 to−11.08 of ATP (Fig. 1c) in the presence of C16Gua
shows the molecular recognition between the phosphates of ATP
and guanidinium units.64 The NMR spectra also demonstrate the
stability of phosphates in the presence of ligands as the peaks do
not diminish.

The molecular recognition of CnGua and ATP leads to
discrete aggregates in solution owing to organization of mole-
cules via hydrophobic interactions among long alkyl chains and
minimized repulsion via charge neutralization of the hydro-
philic headgroup. The critical aggregation concentration (CAC)
of CnGua/ATP was determined using 1,6-diphenyl-1,3,5-
hexatriene (DPH) to investigate the change in aggregation
behavior in the presence of ATP.44 The CAC was found to be
approximately 995 mM, 260 mM and 88 mM for C14Gua, C16Gua
and C18Gua ligands, respectively (Fig. S3a–c†). While a concen-
tration below the CAC of the ligand prevents its spontaneous
self-assembly, supplying energy through a capping agent (ATP)
may produce a transiently stable system. The extent of aggre-
gation is directly dependent on the concentration of ATP
(Fig. 2a), indicating the presence of intermediate states at sub-
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 1 Design of a supramolecular glue for temporal regulation of enzyme activity. (a) Schematic representation of the transient assembly,
presenting non-covalently bound peripheral proteins. The guanidium containing amphiphile and ATP make bilayer vesicular supramolecular
assemblies (named VesiGlue), which are disrupted by apyrase enzyme producing the monomers. The VesiGlue binds CytC on the surface and
causes amplified biocatalytic activity. (b) Schematic of multivalent salt-bridge interactions between the phosphates of ATP and guanidinium units
of the ligand (C16Gua) demonstrating one molecule of ATP interacts with three molecules of C16Gua. (c) 31P NMR spectra (400 MHz) of ATP
titrated with different equivalents of C16Gua, showing the interactions involved.
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saturation concentrations. Moreover, both the uorescence
(Fig. 2a) and absorbance (Fig. S4†) of DPH dye initially
increased, which plateaued at an ATP concentration one third
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
that of C16Gua. Therefore, the transiently assembled structures
are produced under saturation conditions of 1 : 3 ATP : C16Gua
ratio (henceforth known as C16VesiGlue) irrespective of the total
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 9267–9282 | 9269



Fig. 2 Fabrication and characterization of ATP-assisted VesiGlue. (a) Fluorescence intensity at 428 nmwith increasing concentration of ATP in an
aqueous buffered solution containing 100 mM of C16Gua and 2.5 mM of DPH, suggesting the binding ratio of ATP : C16Gua 1 : 3 (named C16-
VesiGlue). The black line represents non-linear fitting to guide the eye. au, arbitrary units. (b) CAC of C16Gua vs. 1 : 3 ATP : C16Gua. Experimental
conditions: [HEPES] = 1 mM, pH 6.0, [DPH] = 2.5 mM, T = 25 °C, Excitation wavelength = 355 nm and Emission wavelength = 428 nm. (c) Time-
domain intensity decay of DPH dye in aqueous buffer and in the presence of C16VesiGlue excited using a 375 nm laser, exhibiting an increased
lifetime of the hydrophobic dye upon interaction with C16VesiGlue. Normalized intensity is plotted against time. (d) Nanoparticle tracking analysis
(NTA) of C16VesiGlue in buffer showing the particle size distribution, compared with C16Gua alone. (e) ITC data demonstrating the thermody-
namics of C16VesiGlue formation. ITC measurements were performed by titrating ATP into 100 mM C16Gua (HEPES, 1 mM, pH 6) and fitted to
a non-competitive one-site binding model. (f) Turbidity measurements showing assembly formation using 100 mM C16Gua with increasing
concentrations of various phosphate analogues including ATP, TP, GTP, ADP and AMP in buffer. Turbidity was calculated by measuring the
absorbance at 500 nm, where none of the components absorb. (g) Representative negatively stained TEM image of C16VesiGlue. The higher
contrast at the boundary indicates bilayer formation. (h) Representative SEM image of C16VesiGlue structures. (i) SAXS pattern of C16VesiGlue
alone and CytC bound structures.
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concentration of C16Gua (Fig. S5†), suggesting the assembly
formation through the multivalent interactions between
triphosphate of one ATP molecule and three molecules of the
C16Gua ligand. The uorescence spectra of DPH at 1 : 3 ATP :
C16Gua are shown in Fig. S6,† where an 8-fold enhancement in
uorescence of DPH can be observed upon ATP addition to
C16Gua. Furthermore, the CAC of the system estimated with 1 : 3
ATP : C16Gua at different concentrations showed a 5.2-fold
reduction to 50 mM (Fig. 2b). A smaller CAC value in the
9270 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 9267–9282
presence of ATP indicates the gain in the stability of the
aggregates.40,44 Accordingly, the average uorescence lifetime (s)
of DPH showed a substantial increase from 3.93 ns to 5.83 ns
upon ATP addition, which indicates localization of the uo-
rophore in a structured apolar environment of the C16VesiGlue
aggregates (Fig. 2c).44 Likewise, the overall surface charge (zeta
potential) of the C16VesiGlue decreased signicantly from the
C16Gua ligand alone (Fig. S13†). The C16VesiGlue formed within
10–15 min as demonstrated by the kinetics (Fig. S7†).
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Next, we investigated the nature of the aggregates and their
formation thermodynamics. Initially, we used nanoparticle
tracking analysis (NTA) as a robust approach to visualize and
track individual colloidal particles in the liquid phase.65 NTA
analysis showed the size distribution of the maximum number
of well-dened aggregates to be in the range of 150–250 nm at
the 1 : 3 stoichiometric ratio of ATP : C16Gua (Fig. 2d), which is
supported by the dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements
showing the average hydrodynamic diameter to be ∼250 nm
(Fig. S8a†). The thermodynamics of the C16VesiGlue assembly
formation studied by isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC)
showed an exothermic binding with a strong affinity of ∼105

M−1. Furthermore, the molar ratio of ATP to C16Gua was
determined to be 1 : 3 by ITC, supporting the binding stoichi-
ometry determined by the spectroscopic studies. Besides, the
large negative DH value indicates the assembly process to be
enthalpy driven (Fig. 2e). Notably, the obtained aggregates were
stable for more than 24 h, as revealed by the turbidity
measurements (Fig. S9†). The unaltered size of the assembly
even aer 28 h further underpins the stability of the VesiGlue
(Fig. S10†). The longer stability of the aggregates further
supports the formation of vesicles, in contrast to similar charge-
based coacervates that tend to aggregate within 6–12 hours,
with less stability.66 Signicantly, the formation of C16VesiGlue
in the presence of biological concentration of NaCl (150 mM)
demonstrates considerably high strength of the salt-bridge
interactions between triphosphates and guanidinium
(Fig. S11†).

To assess the inuence of different phosphate analogues
with varied valency, we studied the aggregation behavior of
C16Gua in the presence of adenosine monophosphate (AMP),
adenosine diphosphate (ADP), guanosine triphosphate (GTP)
and sodium triphosphate (TP). An apparent decrease in the CAC
could be observed along with an increase in the turbidity (at 500
nm) of the solution for all the phosphate analogues (Fig. 2f).
Similar to ATP, the triphosphate containing molecules exhibi-
ted plateaued turbidity at an XTP/C16Gua (X = G, sodium)
stoichiometric ratio of 1 : 3, whereas diphosphate containing
ADP exhibited saturation at a ratio of 1 : 2. However, the
monovalent AMP did not form any assembly (Fig. 2f), validating
the importance of multivalent binding in generating the
assembled structures. Next, we compared the GTP/C16Gua
assembly with that of ATP/C16Gua to gain insight into the
different assemblies formed by two nucleotides. The uores-
cence intensity of the encapsulated DPH was almost similar
(Fig. S12a†), indicating similar dye encapsulation efficiency of
the ATP and GTP systems and utilization of all the C16Gua for
vesicle formation. However, GTP/C16Gua assembly exhibited
lower turbidity, which depends on different factors including
the number of particles, the size of the vesicles and their bilayer
thickness.67 The NTA analysis showed that the concentration of
vesicles formed at the 1 : 3 stoichiometric ratio of ATP : C16Gua
(2.91 × 109 particles per mL, Fig. S12b†) is ∼6.3 fold more
compared to GTP : C16Gua (4.61 × 108 particles per mL,
Fig. S12b†). Moreover, the GTP-assisted assembly generates
larger vesicles (190 nm, Fig. S12c†) than that of the ATP-assisted
assemblies (150 nm, Fig. 2d). Interestingly, the bilayer thickness
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
of ATP/C16Gua vesicles (Fig. 2i) decreased from∼6 nm to∼3 nm
in the case of GTP/C16Gua vesicles (Fig. S12d†) as evident from
the small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) results. The difference in
the assembly behaviour of the two nucleotides can be attributed
to the stronger and larger number of intermolecular hydrogen
bonds for ATP than that of GTP.39,68

To further elucidate the size and morphology of the C16-
VesiGlue aggregates, various analytical techniques were
utilized. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and eld
emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) images
demonstrate that the aggregates present a vesicular morphology
with diameters 150–250 nm (Fig. 2g and h, respectively).
Notably, the TEM images showed a higher contrast at the
boundary of the spherical assemblies that indicates the pres-
ence of bilayer structures.44 However, the C16Gua alone at the
same concentration did not produce any assembly (Fig. S14†).
Interestingly, it formed micellar structures with a size of
∼30 nm above the CAC, as veried by DLS (Fig. S15†) and TEM
(Fig. S16†) results. To visually observe the distribution of
a hydrophobic uorophore (Nile red) in the assembled struc-
tures, the sample was 3D scanned by confocal laser scanning
microscopy (CLSM) (Fig. S17†). Although the size of the
assemblies falls below the resolving power of CLSM, the accu-
mulation of Nile red dye in the apolar bilayer of the C16VesiGlue
allowed the structures to be detected. It can be observed that the
dye gets entrapped within the hydrophobic domain of the
spherical vesicles (Fig. S17†). A dye (calcein) release assay
further conrmed the vesicle formation. Calcein undergoes self-
quenching at high concentrations in the lumenal space of
synthetic vesicles but shows a dramatic increase in uorescence
emission upon membrane disruption.69 A non-ionic surfactant
Triton X-100 was used to permeabilize the VesiGlue, resulting in
calcein release. Complete vesicle disruption corresponding to
the 100% dye release was achieved by 350 mM of Triton X-100
(Fig. S18†) validating the formation of vesicles using C16Gua-
ATP. The vesicle wall thickness was determined by the SAXS
experiment using Bragg's equation (d= 2p/q),70,71 with a derived
value of ∼6 nm (Fig. 2i). Moreover, increasing NaCl concen-
tration led to enhanced uorescence of the hydrophobic DPH
probe entrapped in the hydrophobic part of the C16Gua and
ATP/GTP/TP assemblies (Fig. S19†). This observation further
ascertains the bilayer structure of VesiGlue since the typical
bilayer membrane rigidity increases with increasing salt
concentration.72 Therefore, the stability coupled with the
analytical results support the formation of self-assembled
bilayer vesicles via strong non-covalent salt-bridge interactions
between guanidinium and triphosphate.
“Vesicular glue” for molecular recognition of proteins

Modulation of the enzymatic activity of proteins by synthetic
materials is an important aspect of protein-based bioengi-
neering as well as to understand the diverse range of reactions
inside the cells and predict the metabolism of living things.73

Therefore, we investigated the possibility of temporally regu-
lating the activity of an enzyme using the self-assembled C16-
VesiGlue. Given the importance of CytC enzyme in the electron
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 9267–9282 | 9271



Fig. 3 VesiGlue for the molecular recognition of proteins. (a) Representative CLSM images showing Nile red stained C16VesiGlue (red
fluorescence), FITC-labeled CytC (green fluorescence) and co-localized (orange) ATP-templated structures. (b) Fluorescence intensity of
ATP (green) at lexc. 260 nm upon interaction with C16Gua forming VesiGlue (purple) and CytC (yellow). (c) NTA measurements of C16-
VesiGlue (black) with CytC glued on the surface (red). (d) Zeta potential of XTP/C16Gua (X = G, sodium) systems (1 : 3 molar ratio) in the
presence of CytC in buffer. n = 3 technical replicates, mean ± SD for all the studies. (e) DPH dye leakage experiment. The fluorescence
intensity of DPH (lexc. 355 nm) containing assembly was measured upon CytC addition. (f) Top: Raw ITC thermogram of CytC titrated into
C16VesiGlue in 1 mM HEPES buffer (pH 6), exhibiting exothermic peaks. Bottom: Integrated heat flow signals as a function of CytC/VesiGlue
molar ratio. The best fit was obtained by a single-site non-competitive binding model, demonstrating a highly favorable binding affinity. (g)
Integrated heat flow obtained from the ITC thermogram for the titration of CytC into C16VesiGlue in the presence of 100 mM salt
concentration. (h) UV-vis spectral scan of CytC (black), VesiGlue (red) and CytC in the presence of VesiGlue (blue) shows the unaffected
heme centre of CytC upon binding to VesiGlue. (i) CD spectra of CytC in the presence of VesiGlue and the appropriate controls demon-
strating the stability of the secondary structure of CytC.

9272 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 9267–9282 © 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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transport chain,74 we studied the peroxidase activity of CytC
templated on the vesicle surfaces. First, CLSM imaging was
performed using the Nile red-entrapped C16VesiGlue and FITC-
tagged CytC to determine if CytC is “glued” to the C16VesiGlue
surface. As illustrated in Fig. 3a, the green uorescence of FITC-
labelled CytC is decorated on the C16VesiGlue surface, whereas
distinguishable uorescent structures were never observed in
the absence of ATP. The SAXS pattern for the CytC@VesiGlue
showed an insignicant shi of 0.001 (Å)−1, indicating that the
vesicle wall thickness does not change upon binding the protein
(Fig. 2i). Therefore, CytC should be bound to the outer surface
and not intercalated inside the hydrophobic domain of the
vesicle. The gluing of CytC was further probed by the native
uorescence of ATP that decreases upon interaction with
another molecule.75,76 The ATP uorescence at 360 nm
decreased 1.4-fold upon the addition of C16Gua to ATP at the
CAC. The uorescence emission of ATP further decreased with
the addition of CytC (Fig. 3b), indicating favorable biochemical
interaction between CytC and ATP present on the C16VesiGlue
surface. Furthermore, the increased average particle size
(Fig. 3c) from 180 nm to 300 nm observed in NTA upon the
addition of CytC further suggests its templation on the surface
of C16VesiGlue. Formation of the protein corona over the Ves-
iGlue surface results in the crowding of a few vesicles via
aggregation resulting in increased size, similar to that observed
for liposomal platforms.77 The result was further supported by
DLS measurements (Fig. S20†), wherein the hydrodynamic
diameter was found to be∼450 nm. Similarly, the Zeta potential
of the C16VesiGlue changed from −0.43 mV to +9.53 mV upon
the addition of CytC (Fig. 3d). Zeta potential being average
surface charge of the particles, the increased positive charge
indicates peripheral association of CytC on the bilayer vesicles.
Furthermore, we studied the integrity of the VesiGlue
membrane in the presence of CytC, as different biomolecules
including proteins can penetrate and/or disrupt cell/organelle
membranes.78 A dye leakage assay was performed using
a DPH-intercalated VesiGlue bilayer. The hydrophobic DPH dye
causes enhanced aggregation-induced uorescence in the
hydrophobic bilayer of VesiGlue, which should be quenched
upon membrane disruption. Incubation of CytC with C16-
VesiGlue did not produce a signicant change in the uores-
cence of DPH (Fig. 3e), suggesting high stability of the VesiGlue
membrane and peripheral anchorage of CytC.

The specic molecular recognition of CytC by C16VesiGlue
has been proven via ITC measurements as well as later by the
activity assays. ITC study showed that the CytC interacts with
C16VesiGlue with a binding affinity of 2.99 × 105 M−1 (Fig. 3f),
which is ∼3-fold stronger than the affinity of CytC with TP-
templated aggregates (1.18 × 105 M−1) (Fig. S21a†). This
demonstrates the importance of the adenine unit of ATP for the
specic non-covalent binding with the amino acids of CytC via
supramolecular interactions.61 The most important factors
contributing to the negative values of enthalpy and entropy, and
hence to the stability of protein glued on C16VesiGlue, are van
der Waals interactions. The binding affinity of CytC with free
ATP was 6.59 × 104 M−1, which is ∼4.5-fold weaker than with
the ATP templated on C16VesiGlue (Fig. S22†), possibly due to
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
a multivalent effect.79–81 Further, the binding affinity of CytC
with GTP-assisted aggregates was less (3.7 × 104 M−1)
compared to that of ATP (Fig. S21b†). The result indicates the
specic binding of the adenine group with the protein mainly
via electrostatics and H-bonding interactions.61 Furthermore,
the protein was still bound on the C16VesiGlue surface at a salt
concentration of 100 mM with a binding affinity of 1.15 × 105

M−1 (Fig. 3g), demonstrating the nature of interaction not to be
purely electrostatics through the phosphate of ATP and cationic
amino acids on the protein. It is worth noting that control
studies with TP-templated vesicles did not show any binding
with CytC in 100 mM NaCl (Fig. S23†) while keeping the vesic-
ular assembly intact (Fig. S24†), which shows CytC binding
through electrostatics only. These studies indicate the impor-
tant role of the nucleosides in binding CytC through various
non-covalent interactions in addition to electrostatics.

The impact on the native structure of the protein upon
binding with C16VesiGlue was monitored using UV-vis spectral
scans that can detect any change in themicro-environment near
the heme center. In addition to the peak at 280 nm, CytC has
three characteristic peaks centered at 360 (d band), 409 (Soret
band), and 530 nm (Q band).82 These bands remain unaffected
upon attachment to C16VesiGlue (Fig. 3h), suggesting that the
active site of CytC remains intact. The integrity of the protein
structure was further assessed by circular dichroism (CD) that
showed no signicant deviation or alteration of the ellipticity
corresponding to the characteristic peaks at 208 and 222 nm of
the protein (Fig. 3i). Therefore, the secondary structure of CytC
remained unchanged in the presence of the self-assembled
C16VesiGlue. While the earlier reported micellar systems with
exposed charged groups83 and amphiphilic homopolymers84

showed alteration of CytC native structure, the VesiGlue system
provides a non-denaturing platform that retains the protein
structure. The intact secondary structure of the protein also
indicates that CytC latches onto the surface of the assembly
rather than being embedded within the hydrophobic domain.83

Taken together, all these results coupled with (a) the favorable
interaction between the neutral/slightly negative C16VesiGlue
and cationic protein, (b) CytC possessing a conserved ATP
binding pocket,59 and (c) lesser binding of the negative controls
of GTP, AMP, triphosphate at their corresponding CACs, point
at the nature of gluing interaction being multivalent non-
covalent interaction between the exposed ATP on C16VesiGlue
surface and CytC.
Amplied enzyme activity on VesiGlue

Given the retention of CytC native structure, we investigated
whether the enzymatic activity of the enzyme is modulated on
the C16VesiGlue surface. The peroxidase activity of CytC was
studied by monitoring the rate of conversion of the substrate
3,3′,5,5′-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) to 3,3′,5,5′-tetrame-
thylbenzidine diamine (TMBox) in the presence of oxidant H2O2.
As observed from Fig. 4a, ATP alone increases the specic
activity of CytC by 3.2 fold, which got further enhanced by 8.4
fold when CytC is bound to ATP on the vesicle surface. Inter-
estingly, the same equivalents of TP-assisted assembly did not
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 9267–9282 | 9273



Fig. 4 Augmented enzyme activity on VesiGlue. (a) The relative specific activity of CytC in the presence of the assemblies formed via different
phosphate analogues (ATP/ADP/AMP/TP/GTP) and C16Gua in 1 : 3 molar ratio. The controls of the phosphate analogue alone do not produce
amplified enzyme activity except ATP. (b) The specific activity of CytC in the presence of varying C16VesiGlue concentration (red) vs. only ATP
(grey). The C16VesiGlue concentration (particles per mL) was measured by NTA. (c) The relative specific activity of CytC in the presence of varying
ATP equivalents to C16Gua. (d) The Michaelis–Menten plot was derived for the different concentrations of TMB. (e) Rate of the product (TMBox)
formation by CytC anchored on VesiGlues formed with a varying chain length of ligand CnGua (n = 12, 14, 16, 18). Experimental conditions:
HEPES buffer 1 mM pH 6, [ligand] = 100 mM, [ATP] = 33 mM, [CytC] = 0.5 mM, [TMB] = 100 mM and [H2O2] = 2 mM. (f) Specific activity of HRP and
Laccase measured in the presence of C16VesiGlue using the substrates TMB and ABTS, respectively, signifying the versatility of the system in
catalyzing the enzyme's activity. n = 3 technical replicates, mean ± SD for all the results.
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exhibit any enhancement of the CytC peroxidase activity
(Fig. 4a), clearly demonstrating the essence of the adenine
group of ATP that interacts with CytC via non-covalent inter-
actions including electrostatic, H-bonding, and aromatic
interactions.61 Notably, GTP-driven assemblies failed to
enhance the enzyme activity (Fig. 4a), which supports the
importance of adenine in the molecular recognition of the
enzyme on the C16VesiGlue surface. Although the assembly
containing a hydrophobic compartment is formed in the case of
C16Gua with different triphosphate analogues (TP and GTP) as
well, the lack of CytC activity enhancement in these assemblies
clearly demonstrates the importance of ATP as a recognition
site for CytC.

The augmented CytC activity on C16VesiGlue was postulated
to arise from the increased local concentration of CytC and
substrate on the vesicle surface85 and increased affinity of CytC
to C16VesiGlue. The localized density of enzymes in a given
volume dramatically increases when multiple enzymes are
attached to a single particle versus a free enzyme. Also, we
observed TMB substrate binding to the vesicle surface
(Fig. S25†), along with a stabilizing effect of the vesicle. The
increased localized concentration of CytC and the substrate on
C16VesiGlue increase the collision frequency of the substrates
9274 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 9267–9282
with the enzymes resulting in the acceleration of the catalyst
activity.86 Further, the favorable position of adenine aromatic
ring60 above the heme unit of CytC facilitates proton transfer
from H2O2 to the nucleobase (Fig. S26a†), which leads to
accelerated hydroxyl radical generation and a stabilized inter-
mediate of TMB oxidation product (Fig. S26b†). The higher
affinity of CytC to the VesiGlue possibly aids in this process
showing the highest stability of the TMB radical cation
intermediate.87

The activity of CytC@C16VesiGlue is enhanced linearly with
the increasing concentration of the C16VesiGlue particles
(Fig. 4b), validating the templation effect of the vesicular glue.
The augmented activity of CytC due to gluing on the VesiGlue
was further conrmed using competitive binding at higher
equivalents of ATP. While the specic activity of CytC was
enhanced at 1 : 3 ATP : C16Gua stoichiometry, it was saturated at
∼7 equivalents of ATP (Fig. 4c). Higher equivalents of ATP lead
to a gradual decrease in activity, ultimately reaching activity
similar to that of the non-templated CytC, suggesting the
dissociation of CytC from VesiGlue surface due to competitive
binding. Further, the catalytic activity of CytC was observed to
increase with reaction time (Fig. S27†). To understand the
kinetic behavior of the system, the catalytic activity of
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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CytC@C16VesiGlue was measured at different concentrations of
TMB (Fig. S28a†). The kinetic pattern suggests that the CytC
glued on C16VesiGlue follows the Michaelis–Menten model
(Fig. 4d). The kinetic parameters were determined from the
Michaelis–Menten plot and are shown in ESI Table 1.† The
Michaelis–Menten plots for CytC alone and CytC with ATP are
shown in Fig. S28 (b and c).† The Michaelis constant (KM) value
of 44.16 mM for native CytC reduced to 33.97 mMwhen bound to
C16VesiGlue, suggesting the substantially enhanced substrate
affinity of the enzyme glued on C16VesiGlue. The high kcat of
CytC@C16VesiGlue indicates higher catalytic efficiency
compared to the unbound CytC, which can be further increased
upon increasing the concentration of the C16VesiGlue particles
as evident from the experiment in Fig. 4b.

Further, we studied the effect of the alkyl chain length of the
guanidinium-terminated ligands in modulating the activity of
CytC. For VesiGlues of varied alkyl chain lengths of C12, C14, C16,
and C18, increased activity was observed (Fig. 4e). Consequently,
a 6-fold difference in specic activity was observed between the
C12 and C18 ligands, which could be due to the signicant size
difference between the assemblies formed by the two
(Fig. S8b†). To test if any cationic surfactant forms the vesicles
and upregulates enzyme activity, we tested the quaternary
ammonium group bearing cetyltrimethylammonium chloride
(CTAC) and ATP pair that would interact through electrostatics.
It was found that the CytC activity enhancement by CTAC/ATP
structures was about 2.5-fold less than that with the C16-
VesiGlue (Fig. S29†). Therefore, the salt bridge interaction
between guanidinium and phosphates of C16VesiGlue provides
a stronger and selective non-covalent bonding than the simple
electrostatic interaction between the quaternary ammonium
group and phosphates in the CTAC/ATP vesicles. Next, the
specic activities of horseradish peroxidase (HRP) and laccase
enzymes were measured to examine the versatility of the
template effect of the system (Fig. 4f). Activity of HRP was
monitored by the extent of oxidation of TMB as a substrate. The
specic activity of HRP was enhanced by 1.5 fold in the presence
of C16VesiGlue compared to that of ATP only. ABTS was used as
a substrate to study the oxidase-like activity of laccase decorated
on the C16VesiGlue. It was observed that laccase activity
enhanced by 1.3-fold in the presence of C16VesiGlue, which
further proves the versatility of the system. Altogether, vesicular
glue provides a robust and generalized platform to augment the
catalytic activity of different enzymes.
Cascade reactions in the VesiGlue system

A cascade reaction is a multistep chemical reaction in which
a substrate is transformed into a product that becomes
a substrate for the subsequent reaction.88 Biomolecular
cascades play a central role in multiple biological processes
including cell response towards a stimulus, initiation of blood
coagulation, production of carbohydrates through photosyn-
thesis, etc.89 We demonstrate a two-step cascade reaction using
glucose oxidase (GOx) and C16VesiGlue templated CytC. GOx is
an oxidoreductase enzyme that catalyzes the aerobic oxidation
of glucose to gluconic acid with the simultaneous formation of
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
H2O2, initiating the second catalytic reaction of TMB in the
presence of CytC (Fig. 5a). ITC study showed that GOx interacts
with C16VesiGlue with a binding affinity of 4.60 × 104 M−1

(Fig. S30†), which is signicant to be bound on the vesicle
surface. For the two-step cascade reaction, the activity was
monitored by adding the substrate glucose along with TMB as
the chromogenic substrate for the terminal cascade reaction,
producing a greenish-blue product (Fig. 5a). The catalytic
activity of the cascade reaction was enhanced as the concen-
tration of GOx enzyme was increased, monitored from the
absorbance of oxidized TMB at 650 nm (Fig. 5b and c). More-
over, the kinetics of oxidized TMB product formation was
monitored by UV/vis spectroscopy (lmax = 650 nm, Fig. 5d)
showing the increased product formation with time. The
activity of the cascade by GOx/CytC/C16VesiGlue was found to be
0.223 ± 0.0014 mM min−1 with 0.3 nM of GOx and 5 mM of
glucose, plotted as relative specic activity of CytC (Fig. 5e).

Interestingly, cascade activity in the presence of C16VesiGlue
was 6.5-fold higher compared to the controls of free GOx/CytC
diffusional mixture at the same concentration. However, sepa-
rately used CytC/C16VesiGlue and GOx/C16VesiGlue did not
show any noticeable activity (Fig. 5e), indicating the crucial role
of the VesiGlue templated cascade reaction in producing the
oxidized product. The effect of pH change induced by GOx and
glucose reaction around the experimental concentrations was
monitored (Fig. S31†). The change in pH of the medium was
very minimal that did not disrupt the C16VesiGlue vesicles as
evidenced by the insignicant change in solution turbidity.
Moreover, the GOx/CytC/C16VesiGlue cascade reaction showed
a linear dependence on the substrate (glucose) concentration
(Fig. 5f). Besides, the linear standard curve showed a detectable
signal even at a concentration of 10 mM (3 × standard deviation
of the blank), demonstrating high sensitivity of the platform
toward glucose. The binding affinities of both the cascade
partner enzymes with VesiGlue were signicant, which may
suggest colocalization of the enzymes on the vesicle surface.
Overall, these results indicate that “gluing” CytC on the vesicle
surface helps facilitate the cascade reaction via increasing the
effective local concentration of the substrates.85
Temporal control of enzyme activity and biocatalytic cascades

We tested the efficacy of VesiGlue to regulate the augmented
enzyme activity in the time domain as long as the ATP is
present, emulating biological processes such as signal trans-
duction, transport, and cell division.1,90 Given the ATP-
dependent VesiGlue formation, we hypothesized that oscilla-
tion of the ATP concentration could switch between two
distinct, transient states in a recyclable, dissipative process with
a controllable lifetime. To achieve the goal, another cycle
requires to be introduced that utilizes the ATP followed by its
conversion to inactive waste with concomitant destabilization
of the system.30 We achieved this cycle using potato apyrase (PA)
enzyme, which hydrolyses ATP to adenosine 5′-monophosphate
(AMP) and two molecules of orthophosphate (Pi). The produced
AMP and Pi with a monovalent phosphate unit do not stabilize
the assembly (Fig. 2f), resulting in the disassembly of C16Gua
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 9267–9282 | 9275



Fig. 5 Cascade reaction in the VesiGlue system. (a) Schematic of a biocatalytic cascade where glucose is oxidized by glucose oxidase (GOx),
producing H2O2 that serves as the substrate of CytC glued onto VesiGlue. (b) UV-vis traces of oxidized TMB (TMBox) with increasing GOx
concentration, in the catalytic cascade. (c) C16VesiGlue mediated oxidation of the substrate by the biocatalytic cascade. The concentration of
TMBox is measured through the absorbance at lmax 650 nm. Varying concentrations of GOx (0–0.3 nM) in the presence (red) and absence
(peach) of C16VesiGlue show the linear dependency on the enzyme concentration. The digital photos above the graph show the color of the
TMBox in presence of C16VesiGlue. (d) Rate of product formation (TMBox) in the presence (green) and absence (peach) of VesiGlue demonstrating
the effect of CytC anchoring on the cascade reaction. (e) Specific activity of CytC under different conditions verifying the role of a complete
system in catalyzing the cascade reactions. The shapes of (a) are used that have the same meaning. (f) The GOx/CytC/C16VesiGlue cascade
reaction with increasing glucose concentration (0–175 mM). The black solid line represents a linear fit of the data. n= 3 technical replicates, mean
± SD for all the studies.
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surfactants. In the absence of PA, the uorescence signal of
DPH remained constant in time upon ATP addition to C16Gua,
indicating the stability of the VesiGlue under these conditions.
However, the presence of different PA concentrations (0–1 U
mL−1) led to a decay in uorescence signal depending on the PA
concentration (Fig. 6a) due to the breakdown of the C16-
VesiGlue. 1 U mL−1 of apyrase could break almost 90%
assembly formed by 50 mM C16Gua and 16.6 mM ATP in
∼50 min. We studied the oscillatory behavior through uores-
cence intensity-time trajectory using DPH dye sequestration in
the assembled structures. Consequent resupplying the system
with 0.33 equivalent of ATP leads to gradual enhancement of
the DPH emission intensity to that of before breakage, sug-
gesting the reformation of the C16VesiGlue (Fig. 6b). Aer each
cycle of PA-mediated cleavage and reproduction, the system did
not achieve the initial uorescence intensity. Accumulation of
the byproducts of ATP hydrolysis including AMP and inorganic
phosphate (Pi) compete with the VesiGlue formation, which
decreases the uorescence intensity in the subsequent cycles
suggesting the competing effect of the byproducts with ATP.44

The lack of multivalent interactions of ATP in the presence of PA
could not induce the vesicle formation as observed from the
decreased particles (from 5.8 × 109/mL to 7.1 × 108/mL) and
9276 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 9267–9282
non-uniform size distribution through NTA study (Fig. 6c). The
instability of the assembly could also be visualized by confocal
microscopy via addition of PA to Nile red entrapped C16-
VesiGlue, resulting in decreased particles (Fig. 6d). The results
demonstrate the transient formation of vesicle in the presence
of ATP as a capping agent. Similarly, the PA-controlled tran-
sience of CytC@C16VesiGlue was studied using the modulation
of DPH uorescence. Cleavage of the vesicles by PA with the
subsequent addition of 0.33 equivalent of ATP leads to the
gradual enhancement of the DPH emission intensity, suggest-
ing the reformation of the VesiGlue, even in the presence of
CytC (Fig. 6b). Therefore, the lifetime of CytC bound C16-
VesiGlue is efficiently oscillated in this system.

Next, the temporal regulation of enzyme activity on the
VesiGlue surfaces was attempted to mimic the adaptive bio-
logical systems with temporal control of enzyme activities upon
consumption of energy. Specically, we investigated the activity
of the templated enzyme as long as the system stays in the
transient state in the VesiGlue form. Regulation of enzymatic
activity in the time domain was studied using CytC glued onto
the C16Gua/ATP system, and PA to utilize the ATP that leads to
disruption of VesiGlue. Given the interference of PA on TMB
oxidation, the activity of CytC was measured using a well-known
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 6 Temporal control of enzyme activity and biocatalytic cascades. (a) Time-dependent fluorescence of DPH dye at 428 nm following the
addition of ATP to C16Gua (1 : 3) and DPH in the presence of different concentrations of potato apyrase. (b) Fluorescence Intensity at 428 nm
following three repetitive additions of ATP to a system forming VesiGlue (pink) and CytC@VesiGlue (blue) in the presence of DPH and PA (1 U
mL−1). (c) NTA measurement of VesiGlue in the presence (blue) and absence (red) of apyrase (1 U mL−1) where the area under the graph
represents the total number of particles per mL. The particle number and uniformity decrease upon PA addition. (d) Confocal images of Nile red
(NR) entrapped assembly in the absence and presence of PA (1 U mL−1), disruption of VesiGlue upon PA treatment releases NR leading to the
disappearance of red fluorescence. The scale bar of insets is 5 mm. (e) The rate of biocatalytic oxidation by VesiGlue-templated CytC is modulated
by the PA concentration. The black line represents exponential decay fitting to guide the eye. (f) Normalized specific activity of VesiGlue-
templated CytC measured by the catalyzed oxidation of pyrogallol (n = 3 technical replicates, mean ± SD). Temporal regulation of CytC activity
was achieved through oscillation of the ATP concentration by the presence of PA and the addition of ATP when the vesicular assemblies are
disrupted at 30 min. (g) Time-dependent UV-vis traces at 420 nm (corresponding to purpurogallin formation) with time in the presence of PA.
The ATP concentration leads to a higher initial rate of reaction, while the subsequent addition of pyrogallol substrate shows a much slower
increase in rate due to free CytC. E and F on the clock represent empty and full ATP levels, respectively. (h) Control of the GOx/CytC/C16VesiGlue
cascade reaction via ATP-Apyrase feedback control. The image shows the color change upon product formation in the corresponding
microwell. (i) Rate of purpurogallin formation in the presence of varying initial substrate (glucose) concentration (0–10 mM). The decrease in the
rate of cascade reaction in the presence of PA or without the VesiGlue is independent of the increasing glucose concentration. The lines
represent the non-linear fitting to guide the eye.
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substrate pyrogallol. The substrate upon catalyzed oxidation in
the presence of H2O2 converts to purpurogallin and shows
a yellow color with lmax = 420 nm. The augmented specic
activity of CytC attached to the VesiGlue was gradually down-
regulated as the PA slowly disintegrated the C16VesiGlue, which
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
was dependent on the VesiGlue and PA concentrations (Fig. 6e).
Therefore, ATP truly provides the trigger for the amplied
activity of the peripheral protein on the vesicular glue. Indeed,
each subsequent addition of 0.5 equivalents of ATP led to
upregulation of the peroxidase-like activity of CytC to the initial
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 9267–9282 | 9277
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specic activity. ATP-dependent oscillation was demonstrated
for three complete cycles without losing considerable enzyme
activity (Fig. 6f), indicating continuous operation as long as the
ATP is present. The time-dependent CytC activity regulation
over VesiGlue formation and disruption is shown in Fig. 6g.
VesiGlue-bound CytC was monitored for its catalytic activity in
the presence of PA by adding the substrate pyrogallol. Once PA
disrupts the VesiGlue by cleaving the trivalent ATP into AMP,
the activity was reduced signicantly (pale yellow region of
Fig. 6g) due to the unbound CytC in the solution. Interestingly,
subsequent replenishment of substrate to the initial concen-
tration did not attain the catalytic rate (V0, 6.75 mMmin−1) same
as that of the CytC@VesiGlue system (V0, 13.23 mM min−1).
However, replenishing the system with ATP resulted in
enhanced activity (V0, 11.30 mM min−1) of CytC (light blue
region of Fig. 6g) similar to that of the rst cycle. We success-
fully carried out the activity regulation for three continuous
cycles without any fatigue. Given the CytC activity enhancement
by ATP itself, it was possible to modulate CytC activity using PA,
however to a lower extent (∼20%) compared to C16VesiGlue
(∼70%) as demonstrated in Fig. S32.† Therefore, we demon-
strated effective modulation of CytC activity on VesiGlue using
ATP as a dissipating stimulus. This temporal regulation of
enzyme activity underscores the subtle but signicant role of
the transiently assembled vesicular glue.

Further, we investigated the regulation of cascade reactions
on the VesiGlue system, which would be a signicant addition
to building up the complexity in dissipative synthetic systems.
While the two-step cascade reaction using GOx/CytC/C16-
VesiGlue system exhibits a faster rate of oxidation in the pres-
ence of VesiGlue, the rate decreases by 90% upon the addition
of 1 U mL−1 PA with sufficient incubation time. Interestingly,
the re-enhancement in the rate of purpurogallin formation
could be achieved upon successive addition of ATP, thus
demonstrating the reversible cycles of enzymatic cascades
(Fig. 6h). Besides, a linear dependency between the cascade
reaction rate and the substrate (glucose) concentration was
observed, which was diminished to the same value as GOx/CytC
control upon addition of PA (Fig. 6i). Therefore, we were
successful in the proximity-induced augmentation of bio-
catalytic cascades in the time domain using ATP as a dissipating
glue.

Conclusions and future scope

Membrane-bound compartments in the cells require a constant
energy supply to arrest the transient state and spatiotemporally
control peripheral enzyme functions by oscillating the mole-
cules. Bioinspired transient assemblies presenting peripheral
proteins with the ability to regulate amplied activity in
response to chemical stimuli would provide adaptive and smart
molecular materials. In this study, we demonstrate the gener-
ation of peripheral enzymes presenting transient vesicular glue
that upregulates the activities of diverse enzymes. Compared to
the previously reported traditional dissipative systems utilizing
the ATP as a structural component, we showcase, for the rst
time, that the ATP can perform an active function of attaching
9278 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 9267–9282
proteins on the vesicle surface using multivalent non-covalent
salt-bridge interactions. The efficacy of the system was real-
ized in the activation of biocatalytic cascades with augmented
enzymatic reactions. Moreover, the VesiGlue shows dissipative
behavior in the presence of apyrase enzyme that consumes the
ATP. Based on the observation, we successfully constructed
a transient vesicular glue that is driven by ATP in the presence of
apyrase, with a tunable lifetime. Consequently, temporal regu-
lation of individual enzymes and catalytic cascades is achieved
in response to the ATP oscillation. These results present an
entirely new way of temporally modulating biocatalytic cascades
using a supramolecular vesicular glue, emulating the natural
systems. Therefore, we believe that the present generalized
approach will allow the development of new life-like systems
with time-gated enzyme activity regulation on cellular compo-
nents including extracellular vesicles.

Beyond the utility of the transient VesiGlue as a model
system mimicking the dissipative biological processes, the
concept can be extended to expedited chemical synthesis and
biomedical applications. For example, directed evolution of
proteins against the adenine group or other substituted phos-
phates would provide specic molecular recognition of thera-
peutic proteins,91 with regulated activity in the time domain.
Likewise, the transient enzymatic cascades with upregulated
activity can potentially have therapeutic applications,58 such as
the temporal control of intracellular signaling agents92 or the
dose-dependent generation of reactive oxygen species as ther-
apeutics.93 Furthermore, the current study on dissipative vesi-
cles with protein corona shows great promise in providing
a delivery vehicle for permeation in cellular organelles and
intervening with the cellular processes.
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